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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
The Effects of Extrinsic Reinforcement Upon 
The Motor Performance of Learning 
Disabled Children On A Selected Motor Task 
by 
Daniel Lee Zachofsky 
Master of S cience in Education 
State University College , Brockport , New York 
Profess or Ronald French, Chairman 
The present investigation was conducted t o  study the 
effects of extrinsic reinforcement upon the motor performance 
of learning disabled children on a s elected motor task. Sub­
jects s elected were sixty-eight learning disabled children . 
The sample was randomly divided into a Reinforcement , 
Non-Reinforcement , and Control group and.administered a pre­
test and pos ttest on a specific motor task . A fi�e week 
physical education program was provided to the Reinforcement 
and Non-Reinforcement groups , with no treatment provided t o  
the Control group . Only the Reinforcement group received-the 
experimental treatment of tangible items such as candy bars , 
balls , and frisbees. 
It was the contention of the experimenter that the 
inclusion of extrinsic reinforcement would improve the motor 
performance by learning disabled children on a s elected motor 
task. The subjects were administered a s oftball throw test 
to measure the variables Dis tance , Accuracy , and Total Score . 
iX 
... ... 
The Total Score was measured by taking the highest value of 
the three trials when the Accuracy s core was subtracted from 
the Distance score . The s cores were subjected t o  a two-way 
Analysi s  of Variance with repeated measurements . The Rein­
forcement group made 1mprov�ments on all variables over 
testings . On the same variables , the Non-Reinforcement and 
Control groups decreased over testings . The improvements 
made over testings by the Reinforcement group.was attributed 
to the inclusion of extrins ic reinforcement and/or the phy­
sical educati on program. 
No s ignifi cant relati onship was found between the 
amount of check marks a subject received and the improvements 
made over testings on all �hree variables . The check mark 
system approach was based on the quality of each individual ' s  
task accomplishment and appropriate functioning . The amount 
of cheek marks a subject received was not the essenbial factor 
of this approach. While the f indings may indicate that 
extrinsi c  reinforcement and/or the phys ical education program 
improved the motor performance of learning disabl�d children , 
it can only be generalized t o  a male populati on and a specific 





In recent years , special educators have become 
concerned with the pr inciples of behavioral control for 
children with learning disabilit ies . Thes e  educat ors are 
responding t o  both the ir needs as well as those of concerned 
parent s , and are providing spe cial classes for children with 
learning disabilit ies (Quay , 1963 ) . Special classes prQvide 
the child with a social and emot i onal environment that en-
courages the development of appr opr iate att itudes and 
learning , and eliminates anx iety involved in compet it ion 
(Johns on , 1962 ) . To encourage healthy emot ional development 
for these children , it is  imperat ive that special educators 
' 
contr ol maladapt ive behavi ors . One approach that has been 
ut ilized to control'and alter maladapt ive behavi or s  has 
been referred t o  as behavi or modificat i on (Ullman & Krasner , 
�965 ) . This appr oach may be ut ilized t o  extinguish behavi ors 
exhibited by the learn ing disabled child that interfere with 
the learning pr ocess. Behavior modifiers are not pr imar ily 
concerned with the causat ive fact ors related t o  maladaptive 
behaviors but rather with what behaviors are considered 
maladaptive . The behavior modificat i on appr oach cons iders 
maladapt ive behaviors to be acquired , and it is  neces sary 
for special educators t o  mod ify these behavi ors so  learning 
can be facilitated. Quay ( 1963 )  reported that academic 
1 
material should be presented in a unique manner only after 
behavioral control has been established . Such an approach 
in educat ing the learning disabled child to learn academi c 
and motor skills was developed by Hewett (1968) .  
2 
Hewett proposed a developmental sequence of educa­
tional goals which focuses on teaching the child the nec­
essary behaviors for successful learning . This developmental 
sequence has been utilized in this study and will be intro­
duced with a brief discuss i on of each level . 
Attenti on. Before learning can begin , a child must 
become aware of s ome relevant stimuli in the environment . 
The ability t o  attend t o  s omething is dependent on the 
child's development of his s enses . A child who attends to 
s ome environmental stimuli will ass ociate it with events 
that are pleasant or unple&S$nt , and will acquire knowledge 
of the environment around him. 
Response . While becoming aware of s omething ini­
tiates the learning process , the child must do s omething , 
(that is , form a respons e ) , in order to learn . When the 
child has noticed s omething which in turn has led him t o  re­
spond , he has become a parti cipant in the learning process . 
Order . While t�e child attends t o  some stimuli and 
responds t o  it , this does not guarantee that learning will 
take place . It is necessary that the child follow instruc­
tions and develop order in his attending and responding . 
Explorttory . The more the child attends t o  his 
environment the more he responds , and the more he learns 
about his environment . Children are active and find out 
through explorati on that ob jects have distinct physi cal 
characteristics (i . e .  smooth , coarse , heavy, and light ) . 
Social . The first four task levels focus largely on 
the child as an individual prepared t o  learn . Much of the 
child ' s  experiences with others during the attention , re­
sponse , exploratory , and order levels were influenced by 
what he was shown , what he did , and what parents and other 
individuals told him t o  do.  While s ocial attenti on was 
not a consequence of the response level , the s ocial level 
i s  concerned with the child gaining s ocial approval and 
avoiding displeasure . 
Mastery. This level is concerned with displaying 
basi c  skills and with the acquis ition of a fund of infor­
mati on about the environment whi ch will enable the child to 
� 
function independently and successfully within the ·limits of 
his abilit ies . When a child can execute a task wit� a 
degree of precis i on ,  he will have attained a level of 
mastery. 
3 
Achievement . Thi s  level is concerned with the devel­
opment of self-motivati on in l� tng and seeking tq accom­
plish intellectual skills as well as improving the phys ical 
skil�s of swinging , jumping , throwing , and catching . This 
developmental sequence of educat ional goals is illustrated in 
Appendix A ,  page 59 . 
Raving established the developmental sequence of 
educational goals , Hewett ( 1968) has developed a teaching 
methodology that is concerned with preparing the child to 
be ready to be in school while he is actually there. It 
has been postulated that if the teacher can provide learn­
ing disabled children with three elements in a learning 
program, there is no learning disabled child who cannot be 
taugh� something. These three elements may be considered 
to be the sides of a triangle, the central position of which 
iS occupied by the student. But, the elements of the learn­
ing triangle are as im�ortant for the teacher, yho occupies 
a central position here as well. The learning triangle 
is illustrated in Appendix A, page 6o. 
�· The task is any activity or lesson given to a 
child which is directed toward assisting him in attaining 
one or more goals on the developmental sequence. The 
teacher must use a progression in the assignment of �asks 
so that the end goal can be met with success. 
4 
Reward. Rewards are positive consequences w91�h tend 
to m4intain or increase the strength of behavior. Rewards 
are associated with the child accomplishing tasks related 
to the achievement of educational goals on the developmental 
sequence. These rewards may range from teacher recognition 
to extrinsic rewards for acquiring knowledge or a skill. 
Structure. The structure is concerned with the lim�ts 
the teacher or the school wil� attach to the tasks assigned 
to the child, thereby determining whether or not he will be 
rewarded. The degree of teacher control by which a child 
must abide will determine the conditions under which a 
l 
! 
reward will be provided . 
There is evidence from studies (Azrin & Lindsley, 
1956r Whelan & Haring, 1966 ; Z immerman & Zimmerman, 1962 )  
that maladaptive behavi or can be modified by a behavior 
m odifi cati on approach whi ch manipulates a respons e with a 
reinforcement . Special educators have been able to  modify 
behavi ors by the use of extrinsi c  reinforcers . These edu­
cators found that traditi onal rewards ,  such as grades and 
teacher approval were ineffe ctive for certain learning 
disabled children in an attempt to modify their behavior . 
5 
In attempts to ut ilize more appropriate rewards for learn­
ing d isabled children who failed to respond to the more 
traditional ones , special educators have utilized extrins ic 
reinforcers ( candy, check marks, tokens } with success . In 
a structured classroom with precise expectat ions and rewards 
• 
it was reported that learning disabled children improved in 
the acquis ition of academi c skills ( Haring & PhilTips, 1962 ) . 
Hewett ( 19 64) and MacMillan and Forness ( 1970 ) suggested 
that candy, tokens , and check marks be utilized to get 
children to read, s it in their seats, and develop other 
behavi or appropriate to s chool . While past research has 
dealt with the control of maladaptive behaviors in the 
classroom s etting, l imited research has been conducted in 
the f ield of phys ical education .  
The limited amount of literature in phys ical edu­
cati on f or learning disabled children may be the result of 




Since physical educati on activities creates a s etting in 
whi ch there is increased noise and aggress ive behavior , the 
clas sroom teacher may be unable to control maladaptive be-
havi ors exhibited by learning disabled children during such 
activities . Specific examples of behaviors of learning 
disabled children in playground activities were presented 
by Wargo ( 1962 ,  p .  100): 
1 .  A learning d isabled child will quit and 
join activities until he has attracted 
attention . 
2 .  The learning disabled child does not 
usually have the coordinati on skills 
and reacti ons of the normal child . 
3 . The learning disabled child cannot 
parti cipate as eas ily as a normal child 
because of temper flares. 
4. The learning disabled child wants his 
way all of the time . 
5.  The learning disabled child is very 
aggress ive in all recreati on�'si tuations . 
6 . Many t imes a learning disabled child 
will not play the game for fun J he is 
trying t o  prove s omething . 
7 .  Learning disabled children are usuallTA 
bad sports if they lose a game by a 
close score , but not if beat.en badly . 
In many s chools an unstructured phys ical educati on 
program may also be attributed to the limited instructional 
material written on physi cal educati on for learning dis­
abled children . Haring and Phi llips ( 1962) found that 
learning disabled children failed to abide by_rules in a 
daily physi cal educat ion program and as a result , the phy­
s i cal educati on program was reduced to one period weekly. 
The physical educati on period s erved only as a reward for 
thes e  children . Glavin and Witt (1969) reported that an 
unstructured recreati on program led to little behavioral 
6 
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improvement and little skill learning with learning disabled 
children . A structured program w1th clear step by step 
interventi on procedures ,  and clearly defined behavior 
limits , helped t o  shape and maintain their behavior . 
It i s  apparent that an instructional physi cal 
educati on program for learning disabled children is nec­
essary. Physi cal education is concerned with imparting 
a large number of responses and shaping these responses 
to improve the performance of the students (Rushail & Sieden­
t op ,  1972 ) . As a group , learning disabled children have 
deficiencies in physi cal skills and motor performance (Glavin 
& Wit t ,  1969J Mahler , 1966; Poindexter , 1968; Wargo , 1962) . 
In addition to the improvement of phys i cal skills and motor 
performance , a phys ical education program for learning 
disabled children may help them gain s elf- confidence , a 
sense of belonging and recognition ahen they cannot gafn 
it in the classroom (Eds on ,  1969 ) . 
A new method utilized in teaching physical edu-
cati on ,  which has reported some success in modifying mal­
adaptive behavior , has been referred t o  as movement explorati on 
(Fletcher , 1972 ) . Thi s  method of motor skill instructi on 
eliminate s  competition ,  wait ing for turns , encourages 
creative thinking and there is no t eacher demonstrati on.  
Taylor and Sherrill (1969, P• 11 ) have reported limitati ons 
in:�movement explorati on for learning disabled children-: 
1 .  Many learning disabled children may 
be unable to ignore the movements of 
the other children whi ch may hinder 
the child ' s  ability to concentrate. 
These children cannot benefit from 
group instruction in movement ex­
ploration . 
2 .  The children must receive individual­
ized instruct ion in a structured 
environment . 
Behavior modificat ion is another method whi ch 
attempts t o  cnntrol maladaptive behavi or in physical 
educati on .  A rule t o  apply for rewarding behaviors i s  t o  
immediately reinforce the behavi or being l earned , or it 
will eventually become extinct (Arnheim & Pestolesi , 1973) . 
It is the responsibility of phys i cal educators t o  provide 
an educati onal process that enables the acquisition of 
skills and promote s  des irable behavior . It is  the con­
tention of this researcher that a behavior modificati on 
approach can control maladaptive behavior , and that im­
provement in a s elected motor skill will result . 
Statement of The Problem 
It is the purpose of this study to invest igate 
the effects of extrinsi c  reinforcement upon the motor 
performance of learning disabled children on a s elected 
motor task. 
Definition of Terms 
Learning Disabled Child . In this study , a learning 
disabled child refers to a child with a learning disability 
in academiQ and other subjects resulting from a psycho­
logical condition caused by neurologi cal impairment and/or 
behavior dis orders { Kirk & Bateman , 1962) . 
8 
9 
Behavior Modification. In this study , behavior modi-
fication refers to the shaping of maladaptive behavior into 
socially acceptable behavior . 
Maladaptive Behavior . Maladaptive behaviors refer 
to behaviors that are inappropri�te in a playground and that 
interfere with a child ' s  ability to learn necessary skills . 
Extrinsic Reinforcement . Extrinsic reinforcement 
is the utilization of tangible rewards to enhance motivation 
(MacMillan & Forness , 1970) . In this study, extrinsic 
reinforcers in the form of check marks exchangeable for 
candy will be provided to the sub je cts after they �licit 
positive responses . 
Non-Reinforcement, Non-reinforcement refers to 
the absence of the use of tangible rewards for motivation . 
In this study , non-reinforcement refers to the failure to 
give candy rewards for eliciting a respons e .  � 
Selected Motor Skill Performance . A s elected motor 
skill performance is a measure of a child's skill on a 
distinct motor task . Ip this study, a selected motor skill 
performance refers to a child's ability to throw a s oftball 
for distance and with accuracy. 
Limitations 
1 .  This study is limited to sixty-eight sub j e cts 
from the Board of Cooperative Educational Services , First 
Supervis ory District of Monroe County ,  Fairport , New York . 
2 .  This study is limited t o  learning disabled 
children whos e  chronological age ranges from seven to 
fourteen years . 
3· This study is limited to males . 
4. This study is limited t o  the performance of 
one motor skill . 
10 
5 .  This study is limited t o  two s cheduled physi cal 
I 
education classes per week f or a five week exper�mental 
period. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter presents a review of literature 
relevant to the var.iables being investigated in this 
study : (1 ) literature concerned with the use of a behavior 
modification approach of extrinsic re inforcement; ( 2) lit­
erature relevant t o  the effe cts of reinforcement on learn-
ing disabled. children; and (3 )  the literature concerned 
with the motor performance of learning disabled children . 
A summary i s  included after each section of this chapter 
I 
to dis cuss implications of the reviewed literature . The 
concluding section of this chapter provides a summary of 
the need for this investigation . 
Behavior Modification Literature 
Azrin and Lindsley (1956) conducted a study t� 
determine if cooperative behavior between children could be 
developed , maintained , and eliminated by the presentation or 
non-presentation of an extrins i c  reinforcer , following 
each cooperative response . · Twenty children who were seven 
to twelve years of age were placed into ten cooperative 
teams of two children each , and were matched by age and 
sex .  The two children of each team were placed at opposite 
s ides of a table that had three holes and a stylus was 
placed in front of each child . They were then given 
1 1  
1 2  
instructi ons to place both sti cks (styli ) in all three of 
their holes . A jelly bean was released into a cup when both 
sub je cts placed the sticks into all of the opposite holes . 
During the first reinforcement peri od the sub jects• coopera­
tive response was reinforced for fifteen minutes . An extinc­
tion period followed the first reinforcement period in which 
the sub je cts cooperative responses were not reinforced for 
over fifteen minutes . A s e cond reinforcement period was 
utilized and the sub je cts were reinforced for cooperative 
responses . The results of the study indicated that all sub­
jects learned t o  cooperate within ten minutes during the 
first reinforcement period . Cooperation gradually declined 
during the extinction period , but a significant increase in 
the rate of response occurred following the first reinforce­
ment of the s econd re inforcement period . It was concluded 
that cooperative behavior can be developed and main�airied 
by the use of extrinsic reinforcers . Cooperative bensviors 
' 
increased in frequency with reinforcement , but decreased in 
frequency when not reinforced . 
In a clas sroom s etting with the use of social and 
extrins i c  reinforcement , O ' Leary , Be cker , Evans , and Saud­
argas (1969) studied the behaviors of several disruptive 
s econd graders from a class of twenty-one students and found 
that rules , educational str�cture , and praising appropriate 
behavior while ignoring disruptive behavior had no effe ct 
on the reduction of disruptive behavior . A combination of 
these three merely eliminated disruptive behavi or in one 
child , while a token re inforcement program eliminated the 
frequency of disruptive behavior in five of the remaining 
s ix children . 
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Shores · (  1969 )  QOnducted a study to investigate the 
differences in the effectiveness of tangible and intangible 
reinforcement on the learning behavior among the s ocial 
classes of academi cally achieving and underachieving child­
ren . A three size dis crimination task was administered to 
eighty fourth graders of normal intelligence who were divided 
equally into four groups on the bas is of s ocial class and 
academic achievement . Normal achievers were the students 
who s cored on the achievement tests at or above grade leve l ,  
while underachievers s cored one or more years below grade 
level . Each group was randomly divided into two subgroups 
of ten sub j e cts each making a total of eight subgroups of 
ten sub jects each . Four of the subgroups rece ived co�firm­
at ion of a response (intangible reward) and the other'four 
subgroups received tangible rewards contingent upon correct 
responses during their performance on th� three size dis­
crimination task . The most adequate performance by the 
middle class children was reported . The middle class normal 
achieving groups performed adequately under intangible re­
wards of verbal responses while the middle class under­
achieving group performed better with tangible rewards . 
Lower class children of the underachieving group performed 
better than the lower class normal achievers under intangible 
rewards , but not under tangible rewards . The results of 
14 
the present study indicated that children with learning pro­
blems seem t o  be affe cted differently than normal learning 
children on the type of reinforcement utilized . 
McKenzie , Clark , Wolf , Kothera and Bens on (1968 ) con­
ducted a study to ass e�s whether a token reinforcement pro­
gram exchanging grades for money could increase academic 
behavior to levels higher than those achieved with usual 
s chool incentives. The sub j e cts selected for the study were 
ten students in a learning disabilities clas s , eight 
boys and two girls whose ages ranged from ten to thirte en .  
Concluding data were pres ented on eight of the ten students , 
since two students returned to regular clas ses . During a 
baseline period the children received the available s chool 
incentives of recess , free time activities ,  special priv­
ileges , and teacher attention when they completed all 'their 
assigned work. " 
< 
Weekly grades of "A",· "B", "C" , and ••incom-
plete" were given t o  the children t o  take home to th&ir 
parents. At the end of the baseline period the parents 
agreed to reward their children with money on the basis of 
the children's grades for all sub j e ct areas. The results 
indicated a significant increase from the baseline period 
to the pay period. Overall medians increased from 68 percent 
in the baseline period to 86 percent in the pay period . This 
study demonstrated that extrinsic re inforcers of money can 
increase academic behavior beyond thos e reinforcers used 
ordinarily in a s chool . 
In another program that utilized extrinsic reinforcement 
15 
(Nolen , Kunzelmann , & Haring , 1967 )  the academ i c  and s ocial 
behavior of juni or high s chool children with a variety of 
dis orders were investigated. Eight students , twelve to s ix­
teen years in age , were enrolled in the same class with 
achievement levels ranging from pre-s chool to s ixth grade . 
The class ifi cation of the students included a variety of 
emotional and learning disorders as well as mental retarda­
tion .  A behavior modification program focused on the diag­
nos is  of the children by reading and mathematics problems 
rather than by phys i cal or psychologi cal def i cits. Follow­
ing the identifi cation of both skill sequences and the 
s tudent ' s  functioning level at s ome point in the s equence , 
individual programs were designed . The ma jor concern of the 
program centered on extrins i c  reinforcement . The classroom 
teacher allotted points , whi ch were exchangeable for enriching 
reinforcers most preferred by the students , for completion 
of a number of academi c tasks. After a period of 100 days 
' 
a s ignificant gain in mathemati cs and reading was found . To 
test the effectivenes s  of the reinforcement , a control period 
provided rewards not contingent upon accuracy or rate of 
responding. This control period produced a s ignificant 
decrease in appropriate academ i c  behavior and a subsequent 
rise in the same during the reinstatement of the response ­
reinforcement contingency . Follow-up s tudies of three of the 
students who were transferred from this classroom indicated 
that the rate of the ir responses were not maintained under 
traditi onal classroom reinforcement procedures .  H owever , 
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their work performance was still superior to other students 
in their new clas s . 
A s imilar study concern.ed with the utilization of 
extr ins i c  re infor cement was conducted by Clark , La chowicz , 
and Wolf (1968 ) .  Thi s  study was. dir e cted toward impr oving 
the academ ic skills of s chool dropouts by means of extr ins i. c  
re infor cement . Sub j e cts for this study were two groups of 
five girls who were matched according to d iffer ences between 
their number of years of formal education ,  and their s cores 
on the calif ornia Achievement Test. All of the sub je cts were 
between s ixteen and twenty-one years old. One gr oup was 
des ignated as the clas sr oom group and received an educati on 
program with extr ins i c  reinfor cement . The s econd group 
was labeled the j ob gr oup and r e ce ived j ob placement. Al­
though rewards of money were provided for both groups , the 
classroom group was rewarded on the bas is  of their perfor� 
manoa on instructi onal mater ials . At the termination of the 
. 
program the California Achievement Test was again administered 
to both groups. The pretest and posttest results f or both 
g�oups indi cated that the overall program was effective in 
s ignificantly increas ing the academi c skills of the s tudents 
in a short period of time . The employment program of the 
j ob gr oup led to only a slight increase in their academi c 
skills. 
In summary ,  a behavior modif i cat i on appr oach of 
extr in s i c  re infor cement has been utilized successfully to 
shape behaviors . Specifi cally, extr ins ic reinfor cement has 
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eliminated the frequency of disruptive behaviors , and shaped 
behaviors necessary for the procurement of learning skills. 
This review of literature has indicated that for children 
with learning problems extrins ic re inforcers are more effec­
tive in bringing about des irable changes in maladaptive and 
academ ic behaviors than for children who are academic 
achievers . 
-
The Literature of Extrins ic Reinforcement on Learning 
Disabled Children 
Hewett (1964) utilized a reinforcement progr$m to 
teach reading and writing to a thirteen year old autistic 
boy who had not developed speech .  An educational program 
that utilized extrins ic rewards as a motivator was des igned 
to initiate the acquis ition of reading and writing skills. 
Beginning with concrete ob jects matched to picture cards, 
the sub ject was taught to match picture cards to their' 
appropriate work symbol . By pairing a reward of candy to 
an appropriate response the sub ject increased his vocabulary 
as well as an understanding of various ob j ects and the letters 
of the alphabet . As the sub j ect became familiarized with 
the letters of the alphabet, the development of wr itten 
skills was undertaken . Once the sub j ect mastered the written 
reproduction of the alphabet, he was taught to write s imple 
phrases . The acquis ition of reading and writing skills 
enabled tne sub j e ct to become aware of his environment and 
access ible to self-control . 
In a s imilar investigation ,  Patterson (1965) devised 
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a token reinforcement program to control behaviors of a 
learning disabled child . A nine year old boy in the second 
grade wa s  selected to be studied because of marked hyper­
active behavi or and academic retardation .  Baseline obs er-
vations were recorded prior to each conditioning session to 
establ ish the occurrence of unders irable. behaviors. Condi­
tioning sessions were initiated in the classroom under the 
influence of extrins ic rewards of candy and s ocial rewards 
of s tudent approval when the sub j ect attended to s chool work 
at ten second intervals .  The results of the study were s ig­
nificant as the undes irable behavior of the sub ject decreased 
with the us e of extrins i c  and s ocial rewards . 
An extens ion of the Patters on (1965) study was 
conducted by Quay, Werry, McQueen, and Sprague (1966) . Five 
learning di sabled children were observed f or fifteen ten 
• se cond intervals to determine a baseline of attending behavior . 
Obs ervations were carried out over a period of twelv� days in 
which a baseline rate of attending behavi or indicated 41 per­
cent success .  After the baseline period each student was 
given a box containing a l�ght which could be flashed on 
following attending behaviors of a f ixed duration .  The 
sub je cts were given extrins i c  rewards for each light flash.  
The results following the reinforcement period indi cated an 
increase in the attending behavi or of the sub j e cts . Attend­
ing behavior increased from 41 percent during the basel ine 
to 71 percent during the last twenty days of the reinforcement 
period . 
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O ' Leary and Becker (1967) conducted a study to devise 
a token reinforcement program which could be implemented by 
a teac�er in the classroom and later be withdrawn in favor 
of teacher attention ,  p�ai se , and grades without an increase 
in maladaptive behavior. The sub jects selected for this study 
were seventeen nine year old children class ified as learning 
disabled. The token reinforcement des igned for the entire 
class focused mainly on the eight most disruptive children. 
Two trained student observers randomly selected four students 
to  observe making observati ons on a twenty second obs erve/ten 
second record bas is. Observations of maladaptive behavi ors 
were re corded during a base period in which no re inforcement 
was ut ilized and during a token reinforcement period. Ratings 
in the form of tokens exchangeable for extrins ic rewards of 
candy and ��pey were provided when the children followed in-
t 
structi ons . The number of tokens needed to obtain i reward 
increas ed at two , three ,  and four day intervals . TheTesults 
• 
of this study indi cated s ignifi cant differences between the 
means of the time sample sc ores of maladaptive behavi or 
during the base and token reinforcement periods . The means 
of maladaptive behavior during the token re inforcement period 
ranged from J to J2  percent while during the base period 
these ranged from 66 to 91 pereent . The average of maladap­
tive behavior for all children during the base period was 
76 percent as  contrasted with 10 percent during the token 
period . It was estimated that the token reinforcement pro­
gram accounted for 96 percent of the variance of the obs erved 
maladaptive behavior .  
Kuypers , Beeker , and O ' Leary ( 1968) conducted an 
experiment to reduce the disruptive behaviors of learning 
disabled children through the use of a token reinforcement 
program and reported results similar to those obtained by 
O ' Leary and Beeker (1967) .  Sub j ects for this study were 
six third grade and six fourth grade learning disabled 
children . The six most disruptive children were invest­
igated and given tokens ( which could be exchanged for back­
up rewards) when they demonstrated appropriate classroom 
behaviors . The results indi cated that deviant behavior de­
creased from a baseline to a reinforcement period ,  however , 
the results were reported .to be les s  impressive than those 
obtained by O ' Leary and Becker (1967) . 
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In a study to determine the more effe ctive type of 
reinforcement , Broden , Hall , Dunlap , ·and Clark (197b) 
conducted two experiments to demonstrate the effeets�of 
teacher attention and token rewards on the disruptive 
behavior of a junior high s chool special education class for 
the learning disabled . Daily obs ervations were made by an 
observer who recorded at f i�e second intervals the study 
and non-study behavior of the sub jects . 
In the first experiment , a bas eline period in which 
the teacher provided attenti on to both study and non-study 
behaviors were obs erved and recorded with the mean rate of 
study behavior at 29 percent . Following the baseline period ,  
social reinforcement was provided only for study behavior . 
The obs ervers rec orded an increase in study behavior to a 
mean rate of 57 percent . The continued use of s ocial rein­
forcement with the introduction of extrins ic rewards in­
creased the mean study rate (74 percent) . 
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In the s econd experiment the original thirteen sub­
jects were observed in five other class periods . During the 
baseline peri od and from the observer ' s  recordings the mean 
study behavior was low (39 percent) . A token re inforcement 
system proceeded the baseline period in which the sub jects 
earned points for appropriate behavi or . Observations made 
during the first day of the use of the token reinforcement 
sys tem indicated a mean of class study behavier to be 83 
percent , and th is  behavior was maintained at high levels 
throughout the experiment . 
This study demonstrated that teacher attention in­
creased study levels but was limited in its effect . For 
most of the pupils , token reinforcement w ith a back-up reward 
was more effective than teacher attention for mot ivating 
des ired behavior. 
In summary, the literature on reinforcement of the 
behaviors of learning disabled children has disclosed that 
the behavior modificat i on approach of reinforcement has been 
eff,ective in controlling the maladaptive behaviors exhibited 
by these children . Furthermore , Broden , Hall , Dunlap, and 
Clark ( 1970) have indicated that extrins ic reinforcement 
has been more benefic ial as a pos itive motivator than s ocial 
reinforcement with learning disabled children . S oc ial 
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reinforcers such as teacher praise and approval have been 
ineffective in controlling the s e  deviant behaviors. Hewett 
(1964) and Patterson (1965)  have facilitated learning with 
learning disabled children by implem�nting a behavi or modi­
ficati on approach of extrins i. e reinforcement. Kuypers , Beeker , 
and O ' Leary (1968 ) ,  and ·o•Leary and Be eker (1967) have found 
that extrins i c  reinforcement is capable of transferring the 
sub jects from responding to tangible rewards to other con­
ditioned rewards such as teacher praise and grades . 
Motor Performance Literature of Learning Disabled Children 
Limited research on the motor performance of learning 
disabled children has been conducted . This section presents 
s everal studies that have applied the bas i c  reinforcement 
principles for (1) the development of motor skills in a pre­
s chool child ; ( 2) the development of motor skills for learn­
ing disabled children in a recreation program. 
Harris , Johnston ,  Kelley and Wolf (1964) cond¥ et�d 
a study to determine (1) whether the presentati on of pos itive 
s ocial reinforcement could help a three year old utilize her 
well established walking behavior more frequently ; ( 2) if 
pos it ive social reinforcement increased walking behavior , 
whether withdrawing such reinforcement would weaken the 
behavi ora and (3 ) whether reins tating s ocial reinforcement 
would re-establish walking behavior .  Prior to the initial 
reinforcement period it was determined that the sub ject ex­
hibited withdrawal behavior and regress ed to a crawling 
stage . Dur ing the reinforcement phase of the experiment it 
2 )  
was decided that the teach ers sh ould withhold s ocial rein-
forcement when the sub ject exhibited crawling behavior , and 
provide pos it ive s ocial reinforcement when walking behaviors 
were exhib.ited . After a two week period ,  both the recordings 
of the �eaohers and student volunteers indicated that social 
reinforcement of teacher attenti on improved the sub je ct ' s  
s ocial and.walking behaviors . 
The sub j e ct exh ibited regress ive crawling behavior 
when a reversal in reinforcement procedur�s was initiated. 
The teachers observed that reinforcing off-feet pos itions 
precipitated regres s ive crawling behavi or . Furthermore , 
reins tating s ocial reinforcement for appropriate walking and 
s ocial behavior helped the sub j e ct to re-develop appropriate 
walking behavi ors . 
An extens i on of this  study was conducted by Allen , 
' 
Hart , Buell , Harris and Wolf (1964) to determine if pos itive 
' 
social reinforcement could help a chi ld who showed isolate 
behavior ach ieve and maintain play activities with peers . 
The subject's behavi or cons isted of isolating herself from 
children and indulging in activities to gain adult attention .  
The investigators instituted a plan t o  provide the sub ject 
with social re inforcement of adult attention only when the 
sub j ect initiated play with another child . Before the s ocial 
reinforcement procedure was initiated , baseline data we�e 
obtained of the actual time the sub ject spent with chi ldren , 
adults , and alone . 
After the baseline data had been secured , the teach -
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ers provided _social reinforcement only when the sub j e ct 
interacted with other children . To substantiate whether the 
behavior changes could be effected by s ocial reinforcement , 
a reversal period was utilized . The sub ject was disregarded 
by the teaehers when she interacted with children during the 
reversal period . After this reversal s ocial reinforcement 
was reinstated . 
The results indicated that during the baseline period 
the sub je ct spent 10 percent of the time interacting with 
children and 40 percent with adults . When the sub ject was 
provided with s ocial reinforcement , she spent increas ing time 
interacting in play with other children ( 60 percent ) . When 
procedures were revers ed the sub j e ct ' s  is olate play behavi or 
reappeared . During tne period when s ocial reinf orcement was 
reinstated ,  play behavior with other c�ildren increased to 
its original high rate ( 60 per cent ) . Subsequent follow-ups 
confirmed that s ocial reinforcement procedures increased and 
maintained the sub j e ct ' s  appropriate play behavi or . 
In another effort to improve the phys ical activity 
of a pre-s chool. child , {Johnston , Kelley , & Harris, 1966) 
s ocial reinforcement was used to motivate an inactive three 
year old to participate in phys i cal activity . The procedure 
that was used to motivate this pre-s chool child consisted of 
teacher s oc ial praise and approval contingent upon the child ' s  
use of a climbing frame . Observations were recorded during 
a baseline , f irs t reinforcement , reversal , second reinforce­
ment and generali zation period .  Motor skill performance 
of climbing frame be�vior was continuously socially rein­
forced during the first and s econd reinforcement period , 
whi+e no reinforcement was provided in the baseline period . 
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A reversal period between the f irst and second reinforcement 
period provided s ocial rewards to the child for participation 
in all activities and withheld s ocial approval to climbing 
frame behaviors . A generalization period intermittently re­
warded climbing frame behavi ors and participati on in all 
other phys i cal activities . 
The results indicated limited motor activity in the 
baseline phase ,  an increase in climbing frame behavi or in 
response to continuous reinforcement , decreased motor per­
formance in th� reversal phase ,  while motor performance 
increas ed in the generalization phase� It was concluded that 
s ocial reinforcement can develop motor skills that may be 
generalized to other activities . ,, 
The study of the motor skill development of lear� ing 
' 
disabled children in a recreation program was undertaken by 
Glavin and Witt ( 19 69) . This program was conducted to de­
velop s ocially acceptable behavi ors and specific motor skills .  
Twelve boys w ith conduct disorders , whose ages ranged from 
eight to eleven years, parti cipated in a noon hour recreati on 
program. It was determined at the beginning of the program 
that the children lacked basi c  phys i cal skills and s ocial 
competence . Initial attempts to provide an unstructured, 
free play program reinforced maladaptive behaviors and led to 
a lack of motor skill learning . The investigators revis ed 
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the recreation program into a structured program with 
defined behavior l imits in order to maintain appropriate 
behavior. With the introduct i on of the structured program , 
the boys were taught skills of throwing , running , kicking , 
jumping , and combinat i ons of the s e  skills . The investigators 
concluded that the ir structured recreation program not only 
developed phys i cal and s ocial skills , but successfully mod­
ified maladaptive behaviors. 
Studies on the effects of reinforcement upon the 
motor ski ll performance of pre-s chool and learning disabled 
children have supplied evidence �hat rewarding appropriate 
behaviors may improve motor skills in play activities . It 
i s  imperative to reward the behaviors be ing learned , or they 
will eventually become extinct . The s ocial approval and 
attention lear�ing disabled children received in a recreation 
.. : 
program not only modified their maladaptive behavi ors but 
� 
als o  strengthened their motor skills. These studies infer 
that a behavi or modificat ion approach of reinforcement can 
be utilized in activities that require motor skill perform-
ance . 
Summary 
The importance of an invest igat i on of the effects 
of extrih s i c  reinforcement on s elect ed motor skill perf orm­
an ce of learning disabled children has been suggested by the 
effective use of re inforcement in the classroom. Res earch 
in educati on has demonstrated that inappropriate clas sroom 
behaviors have become modified s o  the learning of academi cs 
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can be facilitated . The res earch in phys i cal education 
has not encouraged a behavior modification approach in 
teaching motor performance skills to learn ing disabled 
children . Despite this limitation , with this study it is 
hypothesized that maladaptive behaviors can be s�ped in a 
structured phys i cal education program and as a consequence 
motor skill performance will be refined . Furthermore , it is 
the respons ibility of educators to develop an approach in 
teaching that can be implemented by other academ icians in 
the field of phys ical education .  
CHAPTER I I I  
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
This chapter cons ists of s ix parts . In the first 
part·a discus s i on of the des ign is pres ented . The s econd 
part deals with the s election of sub j ects and as signment 
to treatment groups . Part three provides information on 
the motor task selected for this study. In part four a 
dis cus s i on of the testing procedures ia provided . Part 
five provides informat i on on the treatment given . The 
final part explains the statistical analys is of the data 
collected . 
Des ign 
Tm investigate the effects of extrins i c  reiufo�ce­
ment on the mo'tor skill performance of learning disabled 
children , a pretes t-posttest Control group des ign invalving 
three groups has been s elected . A des ign of this nature 
calls for a two-way Analys is of Variance ( Campbell & stanley , 
196 6) . Prior to the treatment and formai testing of the 
sub je cts , a pretest was administered individually to three 
groups , each group rece iv ing the same motor skill test but 
separately from each other . The purpose of the pretest was 
to determine the pres ent ability of the three �oups pri or 
to the experimental treatment . Three groups of sub jects 




or a Control group . Sub jects from the Re inforcement and 
Non-Reinforcement groups were informed that they were 
s elected for a phys i cal education program for thirty-m inute 
sessions , two days weekly over a five week period . The only 
differe�ce between the two groups was the factor of extrins ic 
reinforcement utili zed to motivate the sub je cts• performance 
in the ReinfQrcement group . 
Selection of Subjects and Ass ignment T o  Tr eatment Groups 
Sub jects for thi s  study were s elected from the 
classes of the B oard of Cooperative Educational Servi ces , 
First S�pervis ory Distri ct of Monroe County , Fa irport , New 
York . The sub jects were selected from class es combined with 
children class ified as learning disabled and emotionally 
disturbed . There were a total of s ix classes  available 
with chrqnologi cal ages of the pupils ranging from s even 
·� 
to fourteen .  The chronologi cal age of the sub jects ip­
ves tigated in this study ranged from seven years and one 
month of age to fourteen and ten months of age . A total 
of s ixty-e ight sub jects from this age gtoup were s elected 
from the available s ix classes . The sub j ects in thi s  
population cons isted of only males .  
The investigator s elected sub j e cts by gathering 
the clas s  rosters of the s ix classes , whereby age range and 
s ex were criteria for this s tudy . The mean of the sub j e cts• 
ages to the nearest month was determined in all s ix classes . 
S ince it was imposs ibl·e to  ass ign the sub jects from the s ix 
intact classes  to one of three treatment groups , the classes 
were paired according to the mean chronologi cal age . As 
a result of this pairing, three groups of paired classes  
were obtained . Each of the three paired class e s  was ran­
domly .as s igne� to one of three treatment groups ( i . e. the 
Reinforcement , Non-Reinforcement and the Co�trol group) . 
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The mean age of the Reinforcement group which cons isted of 
twenty-two sub j e cts was 11 . 0  years t the Non-Reinforcement 
group cons isted of twenty-one subjects was 1 1 . 5  years ; and 
the Control group whi ch cons isted of twenty-five sub jects was 
11 . 7 years . The s chool admini strators and the phys ical 
educati on s taff consented to allow the children to parti c­
ipate in this investigation .  
Motor Task 
The m otor task selected for this study was . a m otor 
skill task that req�ired the sub jects to throw a s oftball 
� � 
for Distance and Accuracy. The sub jects were instructed 
to move for�rd and throw the ball overhand from within. a 
two yard area as far as they could . They were adm inistered 
one trial of three throws for Distance and Accuracy , all 
three of the throws were recorded to the neares t  foot. 
S everal reas ons for s electing a motor task have 
been considered in this study . First , learn ing disabled 
children have been noted to be deficient in m otor skill 
development ( Poindexter, 1969) . Secondly , the s oftball 
throw as a motor task involves skill and coordinat ion .  
Testins Procedure 
The testing procedure des igned for this study 
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cons i sted o �  a pretest and posttest on a s peci� i c  mot or task . 
Each o� the three groups o� sub j e C.ts was administered a pre­
test to determine a bas eline rate for their throwing abil­
ities. To carry out the testing procedure the equipment 
cons isted o� (1 ) a twelve inch s oftball ; (2)  two tape measures 
to measure the Distance and Accuracy of the throwsa (3 ) three 
wooden s takes ; and {4) a marked verti cal line at five yard 
intervals extending from a restraining line to ass ist to 
measure Distance and Accuracy. The sub j e cts were informed 
before the pretest that they were selected to parti cipate in 
a phys i cal educati on program of activities and games, and 
were unaware that they were the participants of an experiment . 
The inves tigator informed the sub j ects during the pretest 
that he was interested to s ee what they already knew about 
s oftball . The pretest was admini stered by the investigator 
with the ass istance of one phys ical educati on teacher .  · In­
structions on the s oftball throw informed the sub j e cts that 
(1 ) only an overhand throw may be used ; ( 2) three throws were 
allowed 1 and (3) throws had to be made from behind the 
restraining line with approaching movements allowed within 
the restraining area. The teacher-observer stood at the 
front of the restraining line to observe and disqualify a 
throw, if  any of the sub j ects stepped over the line. The 
investigator measured the best of three throws and the 
Accuracy of the best throw.  A s core for Distance wa� 
determined by how far the s oftball traveled in flight from 
the restraining line to the point where it landed. An 
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Accuracy s core was measured from the point where the ball 
landed, horizontally to a perpendi cular line that extended 
from the restraining line ( refer to Appendix B) . The Total 
Score was measured by subtracting the Accuracy of the throw 
from the Distance s core � The Dis tance and Accuracy s core 
was �etermined by recording the better value of the three 
trials . The Total Score was ass e s s ed by taking the highest 
value of the three trials when the Accuracy s core was sub­
tracted from the Distance s core . Scores for all of the 
sub j e cts were recorded to the nearest foot . Posttest s cores 
were measured in the same manner as the pretest s core s . 
Treatment 
In this s tudy the investigator provided a thirty 
minute activity program, two days weekly over a five week 
peri od . The act ivity program was administered t o  a Rein­
forcement and Non-Reinforcement group while no treatment 
was provided to the Control group . �oth the Reinforcement 
and Non-Reinforcement groups received identi cal phys i cal 
education activities and games , however, only the Rein­
forcement group was motivated through extrins i c  rewards . 
A che ck mark s coring sys tem approach adopted from that used 
by Hewett was utilized in this study ( Hewett , 1968�) . The 
twenty-two sub j ects in the Re inforcement group re ceived a 
Work Re cord card with the ir names ins cribed on the card dur­
ing the firs t training s e s s i on ( refer to Appendix A, p .  61 ) . 
For each subsequent peri od, as the children entered the 
gymnasium they were given che ck marks for their task 
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accomplishments and functioning . The cheek marks were 
exchangeable for extrins i c  rewards such as candy and trin­
kets . A pos s ible ten cheek marks were provided by the 
investigator or the phys i cal educati on teacher f ollow,ing 
each ten m inutes of play . U sually three m inutes were spent 
giving cheek marks . This procedure allowed two �en �nute 
play periods and two three minute cheek mark giving periods . 
Five cheek marks were provided wh�n the child ini ­
tiated appropriate play at each level on the developmental 
s equence of educational goals . Five additional check marks 
were administered for being a student . Being a student 
refers to the student role of b�having in arr appropriate 
manner . A bonus of ten cheek marks were administered when 
the older boys showered , and the younger ones washed them-
s elves . 
' 
on the first day of the act ivity program, each child 
was handed a Work Record Card and instructed to s it on an 
ass igned floor spot . After they were s eated it was pos s ible 
to receive f ive check marks for being on ti�e , and f ive for 
finding their floor s pot . The children were informed that 
they would re ce ive candy and/or cho i ce activities in exchange 
for a des ignated amount of check marks earned during the 
f irst week. Beginning the s econd week the subjects were 
informed that they had to have a designated increased ( more 
che ck marks than during the first week } amount of check marks 
before exchanging it f or a reward . During the remaining 
three weeks , the amount of check marks increased each week 
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to higher levels before it was exchanged for a reward . The 
check mark system was designed to meet the needs of each 
child at the level on the developmental sequence he was func­
�i oning at . Since each child was working at his own level , 
check marks were provided for different children for dif­
ferent reasons . Check marks were administered at the dis­
cretion of  the investigator or the teacher when the child 
completed the goals of the developmental sequence . 
Both the Reinforc em ent and the Non-Reinforcement 
groups par�icipated in activities that were specifically 
chosen to develop throwing skills ( refer to Appendix C) . 
The investigator taught both groups throwing skills such as 
pas s ing in ·football , and utilized exercises , relays and 
drills to increase their throwing skills . Games such as 
"Jail Dodge Ball " ,  "Keep Away" ,  •Bong Ball ", and others 
were utilized ( refer to Appendix D) . The sub j ects in the 
Non-Reinforcement grpup received no motivation during the 
five week period .  The investigator maintained as little 
interaction as possible with the Non-Reinforcem ent sub jects . 
The relationship between the investigator and .. the reinforced 
sub jects was maintained through a systematic approach of 
reinforcement . 
Statistical Analys is  
The scores of the various treatment groups on the 
Softball Throw Test were sub jected to a two-way Analysis of 
Variance with repeated measurements to  test the null-hypo­
thesis of no differences among the groups ( Factor 1 ) and 
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between the testings (Factor 2 ) . For this analysis the 
RPEAT Computer Program was used , carried out on a high-speed 
IBM 1130 electroni c computer . Significant differences were 
further analyzed through the Newman-Keuls Test • .. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
A pretest-posttest Control group design whi ch involved 
three groups was s ele cted t o  investigate the effects of 
extrins i c  re inforcement upon the motor performance of 
learning disabled children . A s oftball throw pretest and 
posttest was administered t o  the sub jects t o  measure the 
variables Distance , Accuracy , and Total Score . Both the 
Reinforcement and Non-Reinforcement groups received a five 
week phys ical education program, while no treatment was 
provided to the Control group . Only the Reinforcement 
group was motivated by extrinsi c  rewards . 
In this chapter the results of this investigati on 
I 
will be statistically analyzed and presented. in the following 
orderJ (1) a descriptive analys is of the three dependent 
variables ; (2) Analyses of Variance to test for differences 
among the groups and between testings ; and ( 3 ) correlati onal 
analys is between the amount of check marks received and the 
improvements f ound in the three dependent variables . The 
s ignifi cance of all the following results was determined 
us ing the . 05 level of s ignificance . A discuss i on of the 
results w�ll be presen�ed in Chapter v. 
DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS 
Des criptive data for the dependent var�ables Distance, 
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Accuracy , and Total Score are reported below in that order 
for each of the three experimental groups . Table 1 lists 
the means and standard deviati ons of these variables for the 
pretest and posttes� . On both the pretest and th� pos ttest 
for the variable Distance , tRe Control group ' s  mean was higher 
than the means of the two other groups , wher�as its standard 
d�viations were considerably lower . The mean of the Rein­
forcement group improved over testings by 5 . 09 feet , while 
the Non-Reinforcement and the Control group decreased by 
2 . 81 and 1 . 24 , respectively . 
The Reinforcement group was most accurate pn both 
testings and improved an average of 0 . 14 feet . The Non­
Reinforcement group ' s  mean Accuracy s core increased by 1 . 1 9 
and that of the Control group by 0 . 52 .  The increas e in the 
variation of Accuracy scores over testing for the Control 
group is noteworthy . 
. 
For the variable Total S core , the descriptive data 
resemble those of the Distance variable , i . e .  higher means 
and lower standard deviati ons in the Control group , improve­
ment 1n the means of the Reinforcement group by 5 . 9 6 feet and 
decreases in the means of the Non-Reinforcement group ( 2 . 53 ) 
and Control group ( 2. 3 6). The data are listed numeri cally 
in Table 1 .  
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE 
To test the differences among the means of the groups 







Means and standard Deviations of Pretest 
and Posttest Seores for Distance , 













68 . 73 
67 . 95 
79 . 76 
64 . 68 
62 . 24 
75 . 20 
30 . 41 
3 5 . 9 6  
22. 0 6  
2 . 0 6 
2 . 26 
1 . 90 
29 . )4 
) 5 . 51 
20 . 80 
Posttest 
Mean SD 
73 . 8 2 
65 . 14 
78 . 52 
2 . 18 
) . 90 
3 . 80.  
70 . 64 
59 . 71 
7 2 . 84 
25 . 41 
) 5 . 1 6  
1 8 . 21 
1 . 59 
2 . 49 
2 . 74 
25 . )6 
jj . 68 
17 . 3 2 
of Variance with repeated measurements was applied to the 
data on the three variables . In summary Tables 2 ,  3 an� 
4 presented in this chapter , a s ignifi cant F rati o  for the 
Groups main effect would indi cate that at least one s ignif­
i cant difference existed among the experimental groups at 
the . 0 5  level of s ignifi cance . A s ignificant F for the 
Testing main effect would be interpreted as a genuine 
difference between the pretest and posttest . Signif icant 
F rati os for Interaction were interpreted by the use of 
graphs ( Figure 1 ) , 
Distance 
A s ignificant Interaction effect ( p(. 0 5 )  was obtained 
,  
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for the variable Distance ( refer t o . Table 2 ) . This inter­
action is graphically represented in Figure 1 .  The graph 
clearly expresses the difference between the Reinforce�ent 
group ( increas e ) and b9th other groups ( decreas e ) . The main 
effe QtS of Groups and Testings were statisti cally not s ignif­
i c�t , whi ch indicates that the means of the groups , when 
pretests and posttests were combined , were not different , 
and that there was no difference in the pretest and posttest 







Summary of the Analys is of Variance 
( ANOVA) for Distance 
DF 
2 , 65 
1 , 65 
2 , 65 
Mean Sq . 
18 75 . 50 
3 . 54 
1 91 . 79 
*Signifi cant at . 05 level 
Error 
1 532 . 8 1 
55 . 05 
55 . 05 
F 
1 . 22 
� 
o . o 6 
3 . 48* 
The Analys is of Variance of the �ocuracy s cores re­
sulted in a signifi cant main effect of Groups at the . 05 
level of s ignif i cance . A pos t-hoc analys is of the Newman­
Keuls type ( Ferguson , 1971 ) revealed that the Non-Reinforce-
ment and Control group were s ignifi cantly lower in Accuracy 
than the Reinforcement group , but not signifi cantly different 
from one another . The main effect of Testings and the 
Interaction effect were not signifi cant ( refer to Table J } .  
Table 3 
Summary of the Analys is of Variance 






2 , 65 
1 , 65 
2 , 65 
Mean Sq . 
21 . 49 
9 . 00 
4. 72 
*Signifi cant at . 0 5 level 
Total S core 
Error 
5 . 15  
4 . 61 
4 . 61 
F 
4 . 16* 
1 . 95 
1·. 0 2  
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The results of the Analys is of Variance on the' .Total 
Scores were the same as those on the Distance s cores �- The 
t 
main effects yielded non-s ignifi cant F ratios , whereas the 
Interaction effe ct was s ignifi cant at the . 0 5 level ( refer 
to Table 4) .  
Figure 1 demonstrates again that there was an in­
crease in mean s cores for the Reinforcement group , but 
a decrease for the Non-Reinforcement group and the Control 
group . 
Change Indice s  
The results o f  the Analyses o f  Variance presented 
above must be interpreted with caution .  The distribut i on 






Summary o'f the Ana:J.ya�s of Variance 
(ANOVA) for �otal S core 
DF 
2 , 6.5 
1 , 6.5 
2 , 65 
l\7ea.n Sq . 
1944 . 25 
2 . 67 
261 . 91 
*Significant at . 0 5  level 
Error 
1438 . 17 
.5.5 - 3 8  
.5.5 - 3 8  
F 
1 . 3 .5 
0 . 04 
4 . 72* 
in tests for homogeneity of variance , significant F ratios 
were obtained in the variables Distance and Total Score . 
Gross departure from the normal distribution and .from the 
homogeneity of variance are violations of basic as sumptions 
.. 
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underlying the Analysis of Variance , and may lead to �esults 
that are in error (Fergus on ,  1971 ) , A non-parametric equi,v-
.r "' 
alent to the Analysis of Variance seemed appropriate to check 
the outeome of the above reported analysis . However , no 
applieati�n of such a test as the Friedman Two-way Analysis 
of Variance by ranks t o  a repeated measurements design has 
been developed to this investi�ator's knowledge , 
To subject the data t o  further analysis , the Change 
Indices , defined as the difference between pretest and post­
test s core s  with a constant of 100 added f or practical pur­
poses , were computed for all of the sub je cts on the three 
variables . The distribution of these s cores did not depart 
appreciably from the normal curve , and the tests for homo-
. 
Figure 1 
Testing Means of the Experimental Groups f or 
Distance , Accuracy , and Total score 
80 feet 4 feet So feet 
• • • •  
.. . . . . 
75 3 
70 2 
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Pretest Post test Pretest Post test Pretest Posttest 
Reinforcement Group 
� 
. ... _ .. _ _ _  Non-Reinforcement Group 
• • • • • • • 
Control Group 
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geneity of variance yielded no F values at the . 05 level 
of conf idence . Only two F values in the comparis on of .the 
variables of the Non-Reinforcement group and the Control 
group for the Distance variable , and those of the Reinforce­
ment group and the Control group for the Accuracy variable , 
were s ignificant at the . 10 level of confidence . The s e  
slight deviations from homogeneity should not affect the 
outcozq.e of �he Analys�s Q( Variance . A one-way Analys is of 
! '!_  
variance was applied to the Change Indi ces and the results 
will be pres ented below ( refer to Table 5 ) . 
Des criptive Analys is of the Change Indices . The means 
and s tandard deviations of the Change Indices on Distance , 
Accuracy, and Total Score are presented in Table 5 .  The 
mean s cores of the Reinforcement group were above 100 in all 
three variables , denoting an average improvement , and. was 
.. 
below 100 for the Non-Reinforcement group and Control group , 
corresponding with the earlier reported average decr�ase in 
these groups . Comparisons with Table 1 reveal that the 
transformati on of the data into Change Indi ces reduced the 
s ize of the standard deviations and also the differences in 
standard deviati ons among the groups . 
Analys is of Variance of the Change Ind i ces . The 
results of the one-way Analys i s  of Variance on the Change 
Indi ee� support the outcome of the analyses of the actual 
s core s . In the variables Distance and Total Seore , a � ig­
nificant F value was found ( p( . "0 5 ) . Post-hoe analys is 
( New.man-Keuls ) indi cated that in both variables the 
Table 5 
Means and Standard Deviations of Change Indices 
on Distance , Accuracy , and Total Score 
Distance 
Mean SD 
Accuracy Total S core 





1 0 5 . 09 10 . 2 6  
97 . 19 8 . 17 
98 . 76 1 2 . 27 
100 . 19 2 . 2J 
98 . 14 J . 15 
99 . 48 J . 2J 
105. 95 
97 . 48 
9 7 . 64 
9 . 18 
9 . 6J 
1 2 . 22 
Reinforcement group was s ignificantly different from the 
Non-Reinforcement group and the Control group . The latter 
two were not s ignifi cantly different . In the variable 
Accuracy the F value was not s ignifi cant .: whi ch indicated that 
. . the Change Ind i ces of the three groups were not different 
from each other ( refer to �a�e 6 ) . 
CORRELATIONAL ANALYSIS 
To investigate whether th�re was a relati onship be­
tween the number of che ck marks �eceived and the improvements 
found in the threa dependent variables , Pears on Product-Moment 
coefficients of correlation were computed between check marks 
expres s ed as a ratio of actually received check marks over 
the total poss ible number of check marks that could be 
rece ived by the sub je ct in view of his attendance re cord , 
and the Change Indi ces on Dis tance , Accuracy , and Total 
Score of the Reinforcement group . The coefficients found 
Table 6 
Summary Analys es of Variance on Change Indices 
for Dis tance , Accuracy, and Total S core 
Variable Source ss . DF MS . 
\#" 
Between 767 . 27 2 J8J . 64 
Distance Within Z1 1S� · 62 
� 
110 . 12 
Total 7 , 92 . S9 





8 . 58 
Total 0 1 . b9 
Between 1 , 047 . 74 2 52J . 87 
Total Score Within 
�· 1�2 ·*5 
� 
110 . 77 
Total , 2  7 .  9 
*Significant at . 05 level 
., 
F 
J . 48* 
2 . 58 
4 . 72* 
were low non-s ignificant ( Check Marks-Distance : r= - . 1 6 ;  
Check Marks-Accuracy : r= - . 08 ;  Che ck Marks -Total Score : 
45 
r= - . 15} . Therefore , there seems to be no association 
between the amount of check marks a sub ject received and his 
improvement on the three variables . 
CR.A.;PTER V 
SUMMARY, DIS CUSSION , CONCLUSIONS , 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to  investigate the 
effects of extrinsi c  reinforcement upon the motor perfor­
mance of learning disabled children nn a s elected motor 
task.  Sub je cts were administered a pretest and posttest on 
a s pe cifi c  motor task whi ch involved a s oftball throw. The 
sub j e cts were measured on the variables Distance , Accuracy, 
and Total S core . The results of this study established 
improvements for the Reinforcement group . The Reinforce­
ment group improved on the variable s  Distance , Accura9y , 
" 
�d Total S core , while the Non-Reinforcement and th� Con­
trol groups decreased on all of these variables . 
As was indicated in the Methods and Procedures 
section of this study , the subjects were randomly as s igned 
to either a Reinforcement , Non-Reinforcement or a Control 
group . Sub je cts from the Reinforcement and Non-Reinforce­
ment groups received a five week phys i cal education program, 
while only the Reinforcement group was motivated by ex­
trins i c  reinforcement . The Control group received neither 
a physi cal education program nor extrinsi c  reinforcement 




The improvements by the Reinforcement group on all 
of the variables may be in part attributed to the utilization 
of extrins i c  reinforcement . The results of this investigati on 
doe·s not allow the separate analys is of the respective in­
fluences of the phy� ical education program a�d the extrins i c  
reinforcement . Perhaps the combinati on of the phys ical 
education program and the extrins ic reinforcement in the 
Reinforcement group caused the improvement . In the Non-Rein­
f orcement group , the effect of the phys i cal educa�i on program 
was nullified by the sub ject ' s  uncooperative attitude at the 
end of the experiment . 
The trend toward decreased performance in the Non­
Reinforcement group was attributed to negative motivati on .  
After administration of the posttest , thirteen of �wenty-one 
subjects decreased over testings nn all of the vari�bles . 
This investigator was aware that s ome sub jects from the 
Non-Reinforcement group had learned that sub j ects from the 
Reinforcement group received extrins i c  rewards . Consequently , 
during the posttest period , the sub j ects in the Non-Reinforce­
ment group displayed negative mot ivati on .  I t  was found that 
the amount of time spent for throwing activi�ies �as less in 
th� Non-Reinforcement group because s ome time had been given 
to dis cipline . Ten subjects had refused to submit to a 
posttest because they felt it was unjust that others received 
rewards and they didn ' t .  After a period of persuas i on ,  these 
sub jects agreed t o  take the pos ttest .  It was found that these 
ten sub jects decreased on all of the variables over testings . 
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It i s  pos sible to believe that negative motivation attributed 
to the decrease on all of the variables by the Non-Reinforce­
ment group , however , it cannot be con?luded that the phys!cal 
education program had no effect . 
The Control group re ceived a program of track and 
field activities , excluding throwing act ivities from the 
phys i cal education instructor . Every other week these sub­
j e cts received choice activities , excluding throwing activ­
ities . The sub j ects s eemed not to be aware that other sub­
j e cts received extrins ic rewards , as no indi cation was given 
to the investigator . It may be inferred that the decreased 
performance of the Control group over testings was the result 
of not receiving the extrins i c  reinforcement and/or the phy­
s i cal education program . The improvement over testi�gs by 
the Reinforcement group was attributed to·• �xtrinsi c  re�n-
"' 
forcement , but the phys ical education program could bave been 
a factor as well . 
Past investigati ons have ind i cated that extrins i c  
reinforcement improved the academi c skills o f  learning dis­
abled children in a classroom sett ing . For example , Hewett 
( 19 64 )  and MacMillan and Fornes s  ( 1970 ) reported that ex-
trinsi c  reinforcement improved the academic performance of 
learning disabled children . While spe cial educators have 
perfected this classroom management technique , few have 
applied its principles to their phys i cal education programs 
( Rushall & Siedentop , 1972 ) . Glavin and Witt ( 1969 )  used 
behavior modifi cati on procedures in a recreational program 
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and reported pos itive results . Thes e  findings in the class ­
room s etting and on the phayground have suggested that ex­
trinsic reinforcement may improve the academi c and/or the 
motor performance of learning disabled children . 
The results of the correlational analys is indicated 
that there was no relationship between the amount of check 
marks a sub je ct received and the improvements made over test­
ings on all three variables . The amount of check marks a 
sub je ct received was not exclus ively connected with the 
throwing performance , but rather with the behaviors that con­
tributed to adequate functi oning in the educational setting . 
Therefore , improvement in throwing cannot be linked directly 
with re ceiving of che ck marks , but it can be maintained that 
the check marks s erved as an incentive for the improved atti­
tude , which in turn , may have contributed to the improved 
performance on the motor tas k .  
� 
The check mark system utilized in this s tudy was 
based on an approach developed by Hewett ( 19 68 ) . Based on 
his approach, che ck marks were administered only for task 
accomplishment and appropriate behavioral functi oning . The 
essential featvre of this approach was not the amount of 
check marks a sub ject re ceived , but rather the attainment of 
educational goals on the developmental s equence . 
The elements ne cessary to attain the educational 
goals on the developmental s equence are the s ides of a tri­
angle which cons ist of a task , a reward , and s tructure . The 
task was any activity given to a child whi ch ass isted him to 
so 
attain the goals on the developmental �equence . Throwing 
a ball over�d at a target or s howering after class are 
example s  of tasks used in this s tudy. Rewards were pos itive 
consequences wh� ch were provided when the children accom­
plished tasks related to the developmental sequence of 
educati onal goals . The manner in whi ch rewards were utilized 
differed for the younger and older sub jects in the Reinforce­
ment group . The younger boys preferred edible s ,- while the 
older boys preferred rewards such as frisbees,,  balls , and 
choi ce ac�ivities . The younger boys in the Reinforcement 
group demanded daily reinforcement , while the older boys 
accumulated check marks and held them over a period of a few 
days before exchanging them for rewards . �e structure was 
the limits tha investigator attached to the tasks assigned 
to the child , thereby determining whether or not he would be 
.. 
rewarded . In order to · receive check marks , the subjects of 
� 
the Reinforoemen� group were required to attend class on time , 
they had to s i t  on their floor spot , and shower or wash-up 
after each activity . The blending by the investigator of the 
three elements on the learning triangle for each child , may 
have attr�buted to the improvements by the Reinforcement group . 
One of the elements of the learning triangle , rewards , 
consisted of bonus check marks . Thes e  bonus check marks were 
provid�d when the sub jects in the Reinforcement group had 
showered or wa�hed-up . In comparison with the Non-Reintoroe� 
ment group r twenty of twentr-two sub je cts from the Reinforce­
ment group had s howered or washed-up after the daily activity , 
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during the five week period , while in the Non-Reinforcement 
group only three sub jects had showered . The desired showering 
behavior may be attributed to the factor of extrinsi c  rein­
forcement . 
CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusi on ,  there are indications tha� extrinsi c  
reinforcem�nt may have contributed t o  the improved. motor 
performance of learning disabled children on a s elected motor 
task. The effects of the phys i cal educati on program may have 
also been a factor 1n. the improvement . The improvement was 
not directly ass ociated with the amount of check marks the 
sub je ct received . In addition ,  the effects of the educational 
task, the meaningful rewards for le�rning and the structure 
of the physi cal envirnoment may have accounted for th� im­
provement . 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The recommendations of the present findings must be 
evaluated cons idering the methods and procedures utilized in 
thiS study . In order t o  control for contaminating variables , 
the s eleet1on of sub j ects for different treatment groups 
should be amass ed from different populati ons . Possibly 
utilizing learning disabled children from different s chools 
and randomly select ing equal number of sub jects to various 
experimental groups should be undertaken . 
Since the results can only be generalized t o  a male 
populati on ,  it is recommended that a further study be inclu-
s ive of a male and female population .  Further res earch 
should include a type of reinforcement different from ex­
trinsi c rewards , s�ch as s ocial re inforcement and include 
an older population .  
5 2  
A further recommendation of this study may b e  the need 
to utilize a les s  formal behavior modifi cation program con­
s idering the economies involved . For the older children more 
substantial reinforcers are necessary to ensure their effec­
tiveness . If eaoh investigator or teacher . has to  finance the 
check mark reinforcement approach by hims elf , it may be im­
practi cal to cont inue to operate this approach. For a behav­
i or modifi cation program to become a more effective approach 
in learning , it i s  suggested that res earch of this nature be 
continued by an investigator with the ass istance of a teacher 
or college s tudent teachers . These individuals can ��lp to 
� 
effectively observe the correct behaviors on the developmental 
sequence of educational goals . Als o ,  the ass is tance provided 
by these individuals decreas es the amount of time to adminis ­
ter check marks , s o  more time can b e  spent on developing the 
motor skills of each child . 
An additional investigation should pe conducted to 
study the effects of appropriate placement of learning dis-
� 
abled children on the developmental s equence of educational 
goals . This study would provide the researcher an oppor­
tunity to carefully observe and provide check marks when the 
sub j e cts attained the behavi ors on the developmental se­
quence of educational goals . 
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*Hew�t ,  F .  M .  The Emotionally Dis turbed Child 1n the 
'Clasroom. Boston 1 Allyn and Bacon , Inc . , 1968 . 
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1. The learning triangle (child) 
REWARD 
Type of meaningful reward 
for learning 
Educational task related to 
attainment of goal on the 
developmental sequence 
CHILD 
Teacher expectations associated 
with task assigned child which 
determine. conditions under which 
reward will be provided 
STRUCTURE 
2. The learning triangle (teacher) 
TASK 
Rational for selecting suitable 
educational task to assign child 
TEACHER 
REWARD 
Visible sign teaching 
efforts successful 
A practical and understandable 
-educational strategy 
STRUCTURE 
*Hewett, F. M. The Emotionally DistUrbed Child in The Classroom. _Boston: Allyn and 
Bacon, Inc., 1968. 
WORK RECORD CARD 
NAME�-......... .,........,. ....--CARD NUMBER_ 
WORK RECORD CARDS 





HOW TO EARN CHECK MARKS 
Be ing on Time = 5 Check Marks 
Sitting on Floor Spot = 5 Check Marks 
Task Behavior = 5 Check Marks Each Play Period 
Being a Student = 5 Check Marks Each Play Period 
Showering or washing-Up = 10 Check Marks 
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ILLUSTRATION TO DETERMINE ACCURACY S CORE 
35 ' 






5 '  
RESTRAIN I NG LINE 
X 
RESTRAINING AREA 
X= Throwing student 
D= Distance of 30 feet 
Y= Accuracy of the throw from the vertical line which is 
10 feet 
Accuracy s core= 30-10=20 feet 
APPENDIX C 
EXPERIMENTAL LESSONS FOR THE REINFORCEMENT 
AND NON-REINFORCEMENT GROUPS 
1 .  WEEKLY 
2 .  DAILY 
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Experimental Lessons for the Reinforcement 
and Non-Reinforcement Groups 
First Week 
1 .  Weekly 
Mondal 
1 .  Exercise 
A) Arm-bend-elbow 
2 .  One Hand , overhand 
baseball pass 




3 ·  Overhand pass relay 
Friday 
1 .  Exercise 
A)  Steam Engine 
2 .  One Hand , over­
hand pass prac­
t i ce against wall 
3 .  Game - Bong Ball 






2 .  Overhand pass ing 
relays 
A) Throwing for 
accuracy 
B )  Throwing for 
distance 
3 .  Game - Jail Dodge 
Ball 
1 .  Exercise 
A) Arm flexion 
and extens ion 
with weights 
2 .  Overhand football 
pass 
A)  Practice throw­




3 .  Overhand pas s drill 
1 .  Exercis e  
A )  Skin Diver 
B )  Egg Beater 
2 .  Throwing Circuit 
Course 
A) Knock Down Four 
Pins 
B )  Throw a ball 
through tires 
C) Throw a. ball 
at a. rebound­
ing wall 
D) Throw bean bags 
through tires -
A) Giant Circles 
2 .  Overhand pass ing 
drills 
A) Knock Down Pins 
B )  Hit t ires on 
cargo net 
3 .  Game Indian 
Dodge Ball 
1 .  Exercise 
A) Arm flexion 
and extens ion 
with we ights 
2 .  Overhand football 
pass 
A) Two man pass ing 
drill 
3 .  Game - Keep Away 
1 .  Exercise 
A)  Skin Diver 
B )  Egg Beater 
2 .  Throw Marathon 
A )  Throw ball 
against wall 
for 10 minutes 







E) One Hand over­
hand throw and 
catch drill 
J .  Game - Throw Ball 
1 .  Exercise 
A) Jumping Jacks 
2 .  Introduction to 
Softball 
A) Practice overhand 
throws 
B )  Two man throwing 
drill 
C)  Throwing relays 
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Friday 
1 .  Practice Skills 
2 .  Softball Game 
Experimental Lesson for the Reinforcement 
and Non-Re inforcement Groups 
2 .  Daily 
Activity : overhand Baseball Pass 
Behavi oral Ob j ective : To throw a ball a short and increased 
distance . 
Developmental Goal : Flexib ility , coordination ,  and endurance . 
Space and Equipment : Rectangular court and rubber playground 
balls . 






























to students how they can 
earn cheek marks and what 
they could be exchanged 
for . Administered check 
marks for be ing on time 




Explained and demonstrated 
skill . 
Instructed students to 
throw ball properly in 
an overhand · ma.nner off 
a rebounding wall a pro­
vided individual help 
where needed . 
Administered check ma.rks J 
investigator and ass istant 
gave out che ck marks only 
to the Reinforcement group . 
Kept explanation and demon­
stration s imple J divided 
class in half . 
Observed child ' s  perfor­










mat i on 











Reviewed lesson ; 
younger boys re­
turned to floor 
spots and washed­
up ; all others 
took showers 
Teacher Procedure 
· Adminis tered che ck 
marks , and discus­
sed rewards with 
the Reinforcement 
group ' evaluated 
the activity with 
students , 
*Refer to Appendix Dl 
**Refer to Appendix D2 
***Shuttle Formation 
X • Students 







�perimental Lesson for tne Reinforcement 
and Non-Reinforcement G�oups 
2 .  Daily 
Activity : One hand overhand pass and game Bong Ball . 
Behavioral Ob jective a To throw a ball accurately and prop­
erly . 
Deve1opmental Goal a Flexibility , endurance , and arm strength . 
Space and Equipment : Rectangular �ourt , rubber playground 
balls , and a cage ball . 






















Reviewed lesson J  
younger boys re­
turned to floor 
spots and. washed­




marks for being on 
t ime and s itting on 
floor spots . 
Administered warm-up. 
Instructed s tudents. 
to throw ball prop­
erly off a rebounding 
wall ; provided assis­
tance where needed . 
Administered che ck 
marks with aid from 
ass istant . 
Kept explanati on 
s imple r divided 
class into two 
teatns . 
Officiated game J 
obs erved ·each 
child ' s  func-
tioning level . 
Administered check 
marks and went over 
rewards with the 
Reinforcement group ; 
evaluated the activity 
with students . 
*Refer to Appendix D1 
**Refer to Appendix DZ 
Formati ons 





Students sat on 
squad spots 





Squad Formati on 
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Experimental Lesson for the Reinforcement 
and Non-Reinforcement Groups 
2 .  Daily 
Activity • One hand , overhand pass relay and game Jail Dodge 
Ball . 
Behavi oral Ob j e ctive • To throw for distance and accuracy . 
Developmental Goal a Flexibility, endurance , and arm strength . 
Space and Equipment • Rectangular court , rubber playground 
balls , and two mats . 
Time Allotment • 40 minutes 
Activities 
2 minutes 


























Admini stered check 
marks for being on 
t ime and s itting on 
floor spots . 
Explained and demon­
strated exercis e .  
Kept explanati on s im­
ple ; divided class 
into two teams . 
Observed each child ' s  
performance level and 
officiated relays . 
Administered che ck 
marks to Reinforce­
ment group . 
Explanation and demon­
strati on was kept s im­
ple ; divided class into 
two teams . 
Formations 




Relay Formati on 
Students sat on 
squad floor spots 
Squad Spot For­
mation 
Offi ciated game and ob- ***Scatter Formati on 
served each child ' s  
functioning level . X X X 
X 
y 




Reviewed les son ;  
younger boys re­
turned to floor 
spots and washed­
up r all others 
t ook showers 
Teacher Procedure 
Administered check 
marks , only to the 
Reinforcement group . 
*Refer to Appendix Dl 
**Refer to Appendix D2 
***Scatter Formation 
X = One -Team 







Experimental Lesson for the Reinforcement 
and Non-Reinforcement Groups 
2 .  Daily 
Activity : one hand , overhand passing drills an� game Indian 
Dodge Ball . 
Behavioral Ob jective s To throw a ball accurately . 
Developmental Goal a Flexibility ,  postural control , and arm 
s trength . 
Space and Equipment : Rectangular court , plastic containers , 
tires , and rubber playground balls . 





























Administered check marks 
for being on time and 
s itting on floor spots , 
Explained and demon­
strated exercise . 
Explanati on was kept 
s imple ; divided stu­
dents i�to two groups . 
Each child rece ived f ive 
throws ; one group threw 
at the pins , the other 
threw at the tires as­
sembled on a cargo net . 
After each child had 
thrown both groups ex­
changed places . Ass is­
tance was provided where 
necessary. 
Administered check marks 
t o  the Re inforcement 
group . 
Explanation and demon­
stration was kept s im­
ple r divided class into 
two teams . 
Offi ciated game and ob­
served each child ' s  
functioning level . 
Format i ons 














Reviewed lesson J  
younger boys re­
turned to floor 
spots and was hed­
up ; all others 
-took showers 
*Refer to Appendix Dl 
**Refer to Appendix D2 
Teacher Procedure 
Administered check 
marks to the Rein­






Experimental Les s on for the Reinforcement 
and Non-Reinforcement Groups 
2 .  Daily 
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Activity : One hand , overhand football pas s . 
Behavioral Ob ject ive • To throw � forward pas s  a short and 
increased distance . 
Developmental Goal r Flexibility , end�ance , and arm strength . 
Space and Equipment : Rectangular court and footballs . 






















Teacher Procedure Formations 
Investigator and ass is - Squad Formation 
tant administered check 
marks . 
Investigator performed Extended Squad 
exercise with weights J Formati on 
each student was given 
the appropriate s ize 
weight to work with. 
Investigator explained Horizontal Line 
and demonstrated skill . Formation 
Students worked in 
groups of twos . One 
group worked with the 
inves tigator , the other 
group worked with the 
assistant . Individual 
ass is tance was pro-
vided where necessary . 
Administered check marks Squad Formation 
to the Reinforcement 
group . 
The investigator explained Squad Formation 
and demonstrated the drill 
using the ass istant as an 
example . 
The investigator divided Relay Formation 
the class into two groups . 
One group was des ignated 
as the pas s ing group , the 
other group was the re-
ceiving group . The s tu-
dents alternated and 
utilized b oth groups . The 
investigator obs erved the 
students functi oning level . 
Activities 
10 minute s  
Reviewed les s on '  
younger boys re­
turned to floor 
spots and washed­
Up J all others 
took showers 
*Refer to Appendix Dl 
Teacher Procedure 
Adminis tered oheok 
marks to the Rein­





Experimental Les s on for the Reinforcement 
and Non-Reinforcement Groups 
2 .  Daily 
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Activity a Overhand football pass and game Keep Away . 
Behavi oral Ob jec�ive a To pas s  a football an increased dis­
tance and accurately . 
Developmental Goal a Flexibility , endurance , and arm strength . 
Space and Equipment : Rectangular court , t ires , footballs , and 
weights . 
Time Allotment • 40 minutes 
Activities 
2 minutes 




















Teacher Procedure Formations 
Administered check Squad Formation 
marks for being on 
time and s itting on 
floor spots . 
Investigator per- Extended Squad 
�ormed exercise Formation 
with weights , and 
each student worked 
individually with 
the appropriate 
s ize weight . 
Instructed child- Relay Formation 
ren to pas s  foot-
ball properly and 
throw passes  a 
long distance ; stu-
dents worked in 
groups of twos and 
ass istance was pro-
vided where ne cessary 
Administered che ck Squad Formation 
marks to Re inforce-
ment group . 
Explanation and Squad Formation 
demonstration 
was kept s im-
ple ; clas s was 
divided into 
two equal teams . 
Officiated game ; Scatter Formation 
obs erved each 
child ' s  func-
tioning level . 
Activities 
10 minutes 
Reviewed less on ;  
younger boys re­
turned to floor 
spots and washed­
up ; all others 
took showers 
*Refer to Appendix Dl 
**Refer to Appendix D2 
Teacher Procedure 
Administered che ck 
marks to the Rein­
f orcement group and 
evaluated activity 







Experimental Lesson f or the Reinforcement 
and Non-Reinforcement Groups 
2 .  Daily 
Activity a Throwing Circuit Course and game Throw BAll . 
Behavioral Ob jective a To throw a ball an increased distance 
and accurately in an overhand manner . 
Developmental Goal a Flexibility , endurance , and arm strength . 
Space and Equipment a Rectangular court , plast i c  gallon con­
tainers , t ires , beanbags , bases , and 
rubber playground balls . 




























Administered check marks 
with aid fro� ass istant . 
Exp�ained and demonstra­
ted regular exerci se 
activity. 
Explanati on and demon­
stration was kept s im­
ple r placed students in 
pairs at different sta­
t i ons J practi ced proper 
rotat ion .  
Observed each child ' s  
functi oning level and 
instructed the child­
ren to rotate properly. 
Administered check marks 
to the Re inforcement 
group ( Non-Reinforcement 
group received a two min­
ute rest peri od ) . 
Explanati on and demon­
strati on was kept s im­
ple J students were 
divided into two equal 
teams . 
Offi ciated game and ob­
s erved each child ' s  func­
t i oning level . 
Format i ons 
Squad Formati on 
Extended Squad 
Formation 
***Circuit Formati on 
.3 XX  





Circuit Format ion 
Children return­
ed to squad floor 
spots 




Reviewed lesson J  
younger boys re­
turned to floor 
spots and washed­




ity with the class r 
administered check 
marks t o  the Rein­
forcement group . 
*Refer to Appendix Dl 
**Refer to Appendix D2 
***Circuit Formati on 
XX = Two students at each station 






Experimental Les s on for the Reinforcement 
and Non-Reinforcement Groups 
2 .  Daily 
Activity : One hand , overhand Throw Marathon and game Pass 
Ball Baseball . 
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Behavioral Ob je ctive : To throw a ball with speed , accuracy , 
and power . 
Developmental Goal : Flexibility , endurance , and arm strength. 
Space and Equipment : Re ctangular court , stop watches , and ' rubber playground balls . 























Administered check .marks 
to Reinforcement group . 
Investigator adminis­
tered regular warm-up 
activity . 
The class was divided 
into two groups s one 
group worked with the 
inves tigator , the other 
group worked with the 
ass i s tant . The stu­
dents threw overhand 
against a rebounding 
wall and were timed 
for ten minutes of 
non-stop throwing . 
Administered check marks . . ' 
Explanati on and demon­
stration was kept s im­
ple ; students were div­
ided into two equal 
groups . 
Officiated game and ob­
served each child ' s  











Reviewed less on 1  
younger boys re­
turned to floor 
spots and washed­
up r all others 
took showers 
*Refer to Appendix Dl 
**Refer to Appendix D2 
Teacher Procedure 
Administered check 
marks only to the 
Re inforcement group , 









Experimental Less on for the Reinforcement 
and Non-Reinforcement Groups 
2 .  Daily 
Activity • One hand , overhand s oftball throw .  
Behavioral Ob j ect�ve • To throw a s oftball overhand and with 
accuracy . 
Developmental Goal : 
Space and Equipment : 
Flexibility , 
Re ctangular 
s oftballs . 
40 minutes 
endurance , and arm strength . 
court , and regulation size 































tant administered che ck 
marks . 
Explanation and demon­
stration of a four­
count jumping jack 
exercise was provided . 
Explanation and demon­
stration of the proper 
throwing movement was 
provided .  
Students were paired 
off and worked to­
gether as the inves ­
tigator observed the 
proper body mechanics 
and provided ass istance 
where necessary . 
Investigator and as sis­
tant administered check 
marks to the Reinforce­
ment. group . 
Explanation and demon­
stration of the activ­
ity was provided . 
Off i ciated relay and ob­
s erved each child ' s  


















Reviewed lesson J  
younger boys re ­
turned to . floor 
spots and washed­
up r all others 
took showers 
*Refer to Appendix Dl 
**Refer to Appendix D2 
Teacher Procedure 
Administered check 
marks and evaluated 








Experimental Les son for the Reinforcement 
and Non-Re inforcement Groups 
2 .  Daily 
Activity : One hand , overhand s oftball throw and Softball 
Game . 
Behavioral Ob jective & To throw a s oftball overhand , 
tance and accuracy . 
for dis-
Developmental Goal : 
Space and Equipment : 
Flexibility , endurance , and arm 
OUtdoor field , regulation s ize 
bats , gloves , and bases . 
strength . 
s oftball , 



























Administered che ck marks 
to the Re inforcement 
group . 
The students were ass ign­
ed to work in pairs . The 
investigator obs erved each 
child ' s· functioning level 
and provided ass istance 
where necessary . 
Investigator and ass is ­
tant administered che ck 
marks to the Re inforce­
ment group . 
Explanation of the rules 
was kept s imple and the 
students were divided 
into two equal teams . 
The investigator offi­
ciated the game and 
observed each child ' s  
performance level . 
Administered che ck marks 
only to the Reinf orcement 
group and evaluated the 
activity with the stu­
dents . 









Students had been 
given a fielding 





DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITIES 
1 .  EXERCISES 
2 .  ACTIVITIES 
8 5  
8 6 
1 .  EXERCISES 
Arm Bend. Both arms are extended forward with the palms 
supinated . The arms are brought to the chest with the elbow 
flexed . On the command "Bend " ,  both arms are flexed . On the 
command "Extend " , both arms are brought forward away from the 
chest .  
Steam Engine .  Starting with the right arm extended and the 
left arm flexed , both forward in a horizontal plane , the arms 
move in opposition .  On the command "Right " ,  the right arm is 
fully extended and the left arm is flexed . On the command 
"Left " ,  the left arm i s  tully extended and the right arm is 
flexed . 
Windmills .  Starting with both arms laterally extended , the 
wings of an airplane , the right arm rotates to touch the left 
toe and the left arm rotates to touch the right toe . The 
command used is "Right down" , "Right up" ,  "Left down " , "Left 
up " ,  and s o  on .•  
Giant Circles . Both arms are laterally extended with the 
hands pronated . The arms are rotated forward and backward 
in a circular motion .  The command used is "Small front " ,  
"Small back " , "Large front " ,  "Large back " , and s o  on . 
Weights-Arm Flexi on and Extens i on .  Grasping the weight with 
the palms supinated , the palms are brought to the chest as 
the elbow becomes flexed . From a flexed pos iti on ,  the arms 
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are extended away from the chest . The command used is "Arms 
flexed " ,  "Arms extended " ,  "Arms flexed" ,  "Arms extended " ,  and 
s o  on . 
Skin Diver . starting with both arms laterally extended , the 
arms are brought into the ehest in a flexed motion ,  and lat­
erally extended to complete the motion . The command used i s  
"Bend " , "Stroke " ,  "Bend " ,  "Stroke " ,  and s o  on . 
Egg Beater . Starting with both arms laterally extended and 
the palms supinated , the arms are brought above the head and 
touch , and are laterally extended downward to touch the thighs . 
The command used is "Swing up" , "Swing down" , "Swing up " ,  
"Swing down" , and s o  on . 
JUmping Jacks . Starting with the arms extended at the s ide s , 
the children jump with their legs apart and arms extended over­
head and touching . The arms are extended downward to the 
s ides as the legs return together to complete the motion .  
The command used is "arms together " ,  "Arms apart " ,  "Arms 
together " ,  "Arms apart " ,  and s o  on . 
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2 .  ACTIVITIES 
Overhand Pass Relay. The students were divided into two 
equal teams , whi ch were pos itioned a few feet apart in a 
straight line formation .  One child frpm each team stood a 
few feet away in the center and perpendi cular to his team­
mates . Each child passed the playground ball from left to 
right , in a manner in whi ch the ball moved from the child in 
the center to the child on the straight line and back to the 
center child . After the last child on the straight line 
received the ball , he exchanged places with the child in the 
center , while all the other s tudents rotated from left to 
right , acros s the straight line . Throws were only made over­
hand with one hand , and the team that performed fastest was 
the winning team. 
Bong Ball . Two teams equally divided were pos itioned equi­
distant and facing each other in a parallel line formation .  
A cage ball wa s  placed between both teams in order to be 
bombarded with a playground ball . Each child was given a 
playground ball to throw overhand with one hand , in the 
direction of th� cage ball . By cont inually bombarding the 
cage ball with a playground ball , a point was s cored when 
the cage ball was moved past a goal l ine . To prevent a point 
to be s cored , a child could only throw a ball overhand at 
the cage ball . 
Distance and Accuracy Throw Relays . The class was divided 
into two equal groups , and pos itioned in a relay formation .  
The children were instructed t o  run forw�rd t o  a restraining 
line with a playground ball , and to throw the ball overhand 
a far distance at a wall target . After striking the wall 
target ,  a point was given , and the ball was retrieved by 
the throwing child . The ball was brought to the front of 
the line and given t o  the next child on the line . The t eam 
to complete the relay fastest received one point . The team 
with the most t otal points was the winning team.  
The accuracy throw relay utilized the identi cal re­
lay formation as the previous relay . Each child was in­
structed to run with the playground ball to a restraining 
line , and to throw overhand at a container { pin ) a few feet 
awa1 from the restraining line . A point was given when the 
container was succes sfully knocked over , and the ball prop­
erly returned to the next child on the l ine . The containers 
were properly placed upright by the investigator and his 
ass i s tant . A point was given to the team that completed the 
relay fastest , and the team with the most total points was 
the winning team .  
Jail Dodge Ball . Two teams equally divided were pos itioned 
equidistant and facing each other in a parallel line for­
mation .  A gym mat was placed a few feet behind each team 
and designated the jai l .  The children were instructed t o  
throw overhand from behind the restraining center line . 
When a child was striken and the ball was not caught , he 




a child would have to catch the ball thrown in flight from 
his teammate . If the ball was intercepted and caught by the 
opposing player , the throwing chiid was placed in jail .  If 
the ball was dropped , the oppos ing player had gone to jail . 
When a team ha� all of their players in jail they be�ame the 
losing team .  
Indian Dodge Ball . Two teams equally divided were pos i­
tioned equidistant and facing each other in a parallel 
line formati on .  A plastic container was placed in front 
of each team, whi ch was guarded by one child from each team .  
The children were instructed t o  throw a playground ball 
overhand at their opponent , from behind a restraining 
center line , and to attempt to knock over the stationary 
container . To win a team either eliminated their opponents 
by striking them with the ball , or the plastic container 
was knocked over by the throwing child . It was explained 
that knocking the container over was equivalent to striking 
all the players on the same team .  
Keep Away. Two teams equally divided were pos itioned in a 
s catter formati on .  With the toss of a coin , one team was 
given the football and des ignated the pas s ing team, while 
the other became the defending team. The children on the 
pass ing team were instructed to have the football thrown 
and caught by at least three different teammates before a 
point could be s cored . The children on the defending team 
were instructed t o  prevent the passes to be thrown and 
caught by guarding and blocking the thrown passes with their 
hands . After a point was s cored or the defending team 
intercepted the football , they received possession of the 
football and became the pas sing team . 
Throwing Circuit Course .  The throwing circuit course was 
designed around a baseball diamond , with four bases and a 
pitcher and catcher compos ing a f ive station circuit .  The 
children worked in groups of twos and changed every two 
minutes to a new station area . The following activities 
were included at each station area . 
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First Base .  The children were instructed to throw 
a playground ball overhand at one of four hanging containers 
assembled on a line or rope connected to two poles . 
Second Base .  The children were instructed to throw 
a playground ball overhand through one of two tires assem­
bled on a cargo net . 
Third Base . The children were instructed to throw 
a playground ball overhand off a rebounding wall for two 
minutes without stopping . 
Home Plate . Two tires were positioned ten feet 
apart and facing each other verti cally. Behind each tire 
a child was placed , and one child was instructed to toss 
overhand ten bean bags , one at a time , into the opp'osite 
tire . After the throwing child completed his ten tosses , 
the other child collected the ten bean bags and took his 
turn at throwing . 
Pitcher and catcher . A pitcher ' s  mound and home 
plate was des igned for two children . One child stood at 
the mound while the other stood behind home plate . Both 
children tossed the playground ball back and forth for 
two minutes . 
9 2  
Throw Ball . The children were equally divided into two base­
ball teams , one of whi ch was running and the other throwing . 
Both teams alternated between running and throwing . The 
children who were running were instructed to run from home 
plate and touch all four bases , while the children on the 
throwing team were given pos itions on all four bas es , and 
instructed t o  tos s  the playground ball overhand from the 
cat cher to the first bas eman to the s econd baseman , to the 
third baseman and back t o  the catcher before the running 
child could reach home plate . When the running child reach­
ed home plate ahead of the throw his team re ceived :q11e run , 
After all children on the same team had a chance at running , 
both teams exchanged places . The runners became the throwers , 
and the throwers became the runners . 
Pass Ball Baseball . The children were equally divided into 
two teams , one of whi ch was running and the other throwing . 
Both teams alternated between running and throwing . The 
children who were running were instructed to throw the 
playground ball overhand in any direction and run from home 
plate diagonally to s econd base and back t o  home pl�te , while 
the children who were throwing had been instructed to have 
the ball pass ed and caught by at least three different 
teammates pri or to throwing at the running child . When 
the running child reached home plate without be ing hit by 
I 
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the throwing child , a run was s cored .. When the ball struck 
the runner pri or to his return to home plate , no run was 
s cored . After all children had a chance at running they 
exchanged places with the children who were throwing . 
S oftball Throw Relay. The students were divided into two 
equal teams whi ch were positioned a few feet apart in a 
straight line formati on .  One child from each team stood 
a few feet away in the cent�r and perpendicular to his team­
mates �  Each child pass ed a s oftball from left t o  right , in 
a manner in which the ball moved from the child in the cen-
ter to the child on the straight line and back to the center 
child . After the last child on the straight line rece ived 
the ball,  he exchanged places with the child in the center , 
while all other students rotated from l eft to right across 
the straight line . Throws were only made overhand with 
one hand , and the team that performed tastest was the 
winning team .  
Softball Game . The children were divided equally into two 
teams and parti cipated actively in a two inning s oftball 
game . The investigator and the ass istant pitched underhand , 
while the students threw the softball in an overhand manner . 
Each team was given three outs and each batter received 
three swings . 
